
STAR CLIPPERS SHORE EXCURSIONS 

 

 

 
ATHENS - Panoramic Athens and Plaka exploration (ending at the airport) 
Duration: 4:30 approx.   Transportation: air-conditioned motorcoach 
Price: 69 €    Activity level: easy 
Min 8 / Max 30 participants 
This tour ends at Athens International Airport (ATH) and is suitable for guests whose flight leaves after 15:00. 
 
From the port of Piraeus you pass the charming yacht harbor of Zea, where the foundations of the dock dating from the 5th 
century BC are clearly visible. Next is the attractive Mikrolimanon waterfront lined with inviting al fresco fish restaurants. It is 
but a short drive into cosmopolitan Athens, a mixture of modern buildings and great monuments. You will pass by the Temple 
of Zeus, the Panathenaic Stadium, the Parliament at Syntagma (Constitution) Square, the National Academy, the University, 
Library and Hadrian’s Arch, before you reach Plaka, the oldest and most picturesque neighborhood of Athens. 
You will have approximately two hours of free time to explore Plaka and walk among the tavernas and boutiques, discover 
architectural gems such as the ancient Agora, the Tower of the Winds and the monument to Lysicrates and the neoclassical 
houses. At the end of the free time, you will be transferred to the airport. 
 
Please note: Walking distance during the free time in the city center is at guests’ discretion. 
Helpful hints: wear weather-appropriate clothes and comfortable walking shoes and to bring a hat and water. 
Traffic in Athens may affect the duration of the driving between the places. The order of the visits may vary and the duration 
of the free time may change depending on the traffic of the day. 
The tour guide will leave the group when the coach leaves Athens in direction of the airport.  
 
 
 
Star Clippers offers also the following transfer services (optional, upon reservation): 
 

 Shared transfer to Athens Airport (ATH) 
Guests who have purchased a shared transfer cannot choose their pickup time. There will be one fixed departure from the 
port at about 09:00am, the arrival at the airport will be around 10:30 am. 
This transfer is suitable for guests whose flight leaves after 12:30 pm. 
 

 Private transfers to Athens Airport (ATH) / to hotels in Athens. 
Latest pick-up time from the pier will be at 10:00 am. 
Private transfers are operated by Sedan Cars (1-2 passengers) of Minivans (3-4 passengers). 
 
 
Debark tours ending at the airport and transfers can be pre-booked prior your cruise. 
 
For information and reservations, please contact our reservation department or your travel agent. 
 
 
 
 
 

  


